Daily reading of
sound button cards, high
frequency word walls and
reading books.

Investigate everyday
sounds

i.e. wear a blindfold, while your
partner rattles keys, rolls a toy
car, turns the tap on, closes a
door (or use technology to find
sounds to imitate birds, horns
etc…)

Practise using coins to
make small amounts. Give
change from 10p, 20p
(extend when ready).

Regularly practise correct number
formation and recognition (1-100),
number bonds to 10 and
doubles/halves within 20.

Design and create your
own bright and colourful
carnival outfit. Use old
clothes, unwanted
fabrics and any other
fabulous decorations
such as feathers or
sequins.
Find out about some
famous Brazilian sports
stars - you could choose
Pele, Neymar or Ayrton
Senna.
Find out what language
is spoken in Brazil.
Translate: Rio de Vida.
Learn some other
phrases in that
language.

Find 5 facts about The
Amazon Rainforest.

Play the recommended
games on our weekly class
newsletter to support the
class learning.

Create a model of a
feature of Brazil e.g. Christ

Set yourself a sporting
challenge and record your
progress e.g. riding a bike,

the Redeemer statue, a Favela, the
Rainforest, River Amazon, a beach,
San Rafael falls, Rio Carnival float,
national flower / animal. Use
materials of your choice e.g. lego,
junk materials, play dough…

Find some Brazilian recipes
online and try making them
with your family. Rate
your chosen recipes out of
5 stars.

swimming, skipping, goal
scoring, a gymnastics move,
hula hooping, skateboarding,
roller-skating…
Regularly practise writing
independently, encouraging
consistency in size and correct
letter formation.

Include wow words and
connectives to join 2
ideas e.g. and, but, so,
because.

The activities in the corner boxes are intended to be prioritised.
Children may then choose to complete a minimum of 3 other activities at a time suitable to them.

